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Discussion
1.

HNZPT supports the deletion of the proposed Accidental Discovery protocol as these matters
are covered in an HNZPT Archaeological Authority for the project area.

2.

HNZPT supports the inclusion of the amendments sought to condition D12 related to pre-start
meetings, with the inclusion of the consideration of the archaeological management plan at the
pre- start meeting.

3.

HNZPT clarifies the intent of the additional new proposed condition in relation to Historic
Heritage Interpretation sought previously, as separate to proposed C7 under Manawhenua, is
included into the final suite of conditions.
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Recommendations on draft conditions
Draft
condition
number
New
condition
proposed by
HNZPT/draft
condition C7

Discussion

Change requested

HNZPT sought a new condition

HNZPT seeks a new separate condition
relating to Historic Heritage interpretation.

The consent holder shall extend an invitation
to Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
and local heritage groups to be involved in
the creation and review of historic heritage
story boards within the site.

The Panel condition C7 reflected in part the
HNZPT feedback:
“Mana Whenua conditions

C7 The Consent Holder must extend an
invitation to the following groups:
a. Ngāti Maru;
b. Ngāti Whanaunga;
c. Ngāti Rāhiri Tumutumu
d. Heritage New Zealand Pouhere
Toanga
e. Any local heritage groups.
to be involved in creation of cultural
signage/historical storyboards
within the site.”
The archaeological potential however
extends beyond specific Mana whenua
interests to 19th century industry (Flax and
Timber Mill Industry). Accordingly, HNZPT
considers for clarity that this condition is
replicated as an amended new condition
under the heading of Historic Heritage
Interpretation

The Consent Holder must extend an
invitation to HNZPT and any local heritage
groups to be involved in creation and
review of historic heritage storyboards
relating to the development of 19th C flax
and timber and transport industries and
within the site.”

